ARVIN HART FIRE COMPANY APPARATUS RESOURCE CAPABILITIES
Station 1 Resources
U- 112
Four door Pickup capable of carrying 5, primarily used for traffic control and storm response.
Carries traffic control equipment including a number of traffic cones signs and a high visibility
warning light package.
ETA 102
Designated as a pumper/tanker. This unit carries 1250 gallons of water and has a 1250 gpm
single stage pump. The unit has a 1500 gallon drop tank, two six inch hard suctions and two
2.5” hard suctions. The unit has three Newton quick dumps which can empty the tank in a
matter of minutes, the unit also has two direct to tank fill ports which enables it to fill in a
matter of minutes for quick water turn around capacity. The unit also has a remote control
master stream device with both solid bore nozzle and fog nozzle, which can be controlled by
the wireless remote control and a 6000 watt light tower operated off the 12Kw hydraulic
generator. The unit carries 1000’ of 5” LDH. The unit also carries a multi hose type water thief
to facility water supply from a hydrant to several unit simultaneously. The unit also carries 30
gallons of foam capable of feeding three attack lines and has both a 1.5” and 2.5” discharge off
the front bumper. This unit carries a crew of 6 with 5 SCBA seats. The unit also carries the
usual compliment of tools, equipment and ladders normally found on a pumper.
R 103
A heavy rescue unit with multiple resources to include high pressure air bags, mini Hurst tools
with hand pumps, multiple Hurst tools, the capability to run three simultaneously, portable
Hurst hydraulic pump and tools, cribbing, sheet plywood, TIC, 30Kw onboard generator, light
tower, multiple LED scene lights, 6000 watt light tower, portable scene lights, water rescue
equipment, speedy dry, refrigerator with water, air compressor and two cylinder fill station
capable of filling an unlimited number of air cylinders both 2200 and 4500. This unit has a
12,000lb portable winch capable to being operated from any side of the unit and a 8,000lb grip
hoist portable come along. The unit will carry a crew of 8 with 7 SCBA seats.
Station 4 Resources
ETA 106
Designated as a pumper/tanker. This unit carries 1250 gallons of water and has a 1250 gpm
single stage pump. The unit has two six inch hard suctions and two 2.5” hard suctions. The unit
has three Newton quick dumps which can empty the tank in a matter of minutes, the unit also
has two direct to tank fill ports which enables it to fill in a matter of minutes for quick water
turn around capacity. The unit carries 1000’ of 5” LDH and also carries 30 gallons of foam
capable of feeding three attack lines. The unit carries a crew of 6 with 5 SCBA seats. The unit
also carries the usual compliment of tools, equipment and ladders normally found on a pumper
F 107
This 4X4 brush unit is outfitted with extra large tires for stability on soft ground and has a 250
gallon water tank with pump mounted on a skid unit. The unit is capable of pumping several

lines and has foam capabilities. There is a front mounted winch on this unit and it carries a
crew of 2
Station 2 Resources
ETA 111
Designated as a pumper/tanker. This unit carries 1250 gallons of water and has a 1000 gpm
single stage pump. The unit has two five inch hard suctions and two 2.5” hard suctions. The
unit has three Newton quick dumps which can empty the tank in a matter of minutes, the unit
also has two direct to tank fill ports which enables it to fill in a matter of minutes for quick
water turn around capacity. This unit also carries a 1500 gallon drop tank. The unit carries
1000’ of 5” LDH This unit carries a crew of 6 with 5 SCBA seats. The unit also carries the usual
compliment of tools, equipment and ladders normally found on a pumper.
U 113
This light rescue unit is used to carry water rescue equipment and to tow our air boat
designated MR108. The unit also has a 5000w generator and a light tower for scene lighting.
The unit can also be used as a traffic control unit as needed.
MR108
Is a 20 foot Ranger Air Boat that is capable of carrying two rescuers plus the driver over any
surface within reason, including water and ice. The unit is powered by a high horsepower
engine and is propelled by a three blade fan, capable of reaching speeds of 70mph on the
water. The unit has limited capability in rough open water and has a small davit crane to hoist
people or objects on board. The unit is primarily used as a all season water rescue platform.
Station 3 Resources
ETA 105
Designated as a pumper/tanker. This unit carries 1250 gallons of water and has a 1250 gpm
single stage pump with a 5” front intake adopted to 6”. The unit has two five inch hard suctions
and two 2.5” hard suctions. The unit has three Newton quick dumps which can empty the tank
in a matter of minutes, the unit also has two direct to tank fill ports which enables it to fill in a
matter of minutes for quick water turn around capacity. The unit carries 1000’ of 5” LDH This
unit carries a crew of 6 with 5 SCBA seats. The unit also carries the usual compliment of tools,
equipment and ladders normally found on a pumper.
M 114
Four door Pickup capable of carrying 5, primarily used for traffic control and storm response.
Carries traffic control equipment including a number of traffic cones signs and a high visibility
warning light package.

